
 

 

 
◆ The Fed held rates steady, saying the FOMC’s confidence 

on inflation has not improved; QT to slow from June onwards 

◆ Our economists now expect just one 25bp cut in 2024 (75bp 

previously) and 75bp of cuts in 2025 (unchanged) 

◆ The USD is likely to be on the backfoot over the very near 

term, before showing more resilience in the months ahead 
 
At its 30 April-1 May policy meeting, the Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) 

voted unanimously to hold the federal funds target range unchanged at 5.25-

5.50%, as widely expected. This was the sixth consecutive meeting in which the target 

rate was kept unchanged; the most recent policy rate change was a 25bp hike back in 

July 2023.  

As for the statement, the changes to the text were broadly minimal, while the FOMC 

added a new sentence which states: “In recent months, there has been a lack of 

further progress toward the Committee’s 2 percent inflation objective.” However, 

this should hardly be a surprise, as US core PCE inflation has been little changed over 

the past four months, falling only marginally from 2.9% in December and January to 

2.8% in February and March (Bloomberg, 26 April 2024). In the press conference, the 

Federal Reserve (Fed) Chair Jerome Powell noted that inflation was proving “more 

persistent than expected”. When asked specifically about the risk that rates might 

even have to be increased, Fed Chair Powell said that it was “unlikely” that the next 

policy rate move would be a hike. This fed into some USD softness. 

Given the accumulation of data this year showing resilient economic growth and sticky 

core inflation in the US, our economists now expect only one 25bp rate cut in 2024 

(75bp previously) and 75bp of rate cuts in 2025 (unchanged). Markets currently 

price in 33bp of rate cuts by the Fed in 2024 (Bloomberg, 2 May 2024). 

The FOMC announced that the cap on redemptions of US Treasury securities on the 

Fed’s balance sheet will fall to USD25bn per month as of 1 June 2024, down from 

USD60bn per month currently. As a result, our economists estimate that overall 

quantitative tightening (QT), including ongoing reductions in the Fed’s holdings of 

mortgage-backed securities, will fall to cUSD45bn per month from cUSD80bn per 

month. The Fed has made it clear that the primary tool to achieve its dual 

mandate is the policy rate. The slower QT pace is mostly just a technical decision, 

rather than a clear signal in itself, and one that should not be seen as USD 

negative. 

The US Dollar Index (DXY) fell below 106 after the FOMC decision and comments, 

and the USD is likely to be on the backfoot over the very near term, in our view. 

Beyond the FOMC decision, the USD’s broad direction is more likely to be determined 

by the interplay of risk appetite and relative rates, with any positive momentum on the 

former to undermine the USD. Relative rates should offer some support to the USD 

if other central banks, most notably in Europe, show more dovish momentum in the 

weeks and months ahead. That remains our central case. 
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Disclosure appendix 

Important disclosures 

This document is for information purposes only and it should not be regarded as an offer to sell or as a solicitation of an offer to 

buy the securities or other investment products mentioned in it and/or to participate in any trading strategy.  Information in this 

document is general and should not be construed as personal advice, given it has been prepared without taking account of the 

objectives, financial situation or needs of any particular investor.  Accordingly, investors should, before acting on it, consider the 

appropriateness of the information, having regard to their objectives, financial situation and needs. If necessary, seek professional 

investment and tax advice.  

Certain investment products mentioned in this document may not be eligible for sale in some states or countries, and they may 

not be suitable for all types of investors. Investors should consult with their HSBC representative regarding the suitability of the 

investment products mentioned in this document and take into account their specific investment objectives, financial situation or 

particular needs before making a commitment to purchase investment products.   

The value of and the income produced by the investment products mentioned in this document may fluctuate, so that an investor 

may get back less than originally invested.  Certain high-volatility investments can be subject to sudden and large falls in value 

that could equal or exceed the amount invested.  Value and income from investment products may be adversely affected by 

exchange rates, interest rates, or other factors.  Past performance of a particular investment product is not indicative of future 

results. 

HSBC and its affiliates will from time to time sell to and buy from customers the securities/instruments (including derivatives) of 

companies covered in HSBC Research on a principal or agency basis.  

Whether, or in what time frame, an update of this analysis will be published is not determined in advance. 

Additional disclosures 

1 This report is dated as at 02 May 2024. 

2 All market data included in this report are dated as at close 01 May 2024, unless a different date and/or a specific time of 

day is indicated in the report. 

3 HSBC has procedures in place to identify and manage any potential conflicts of interest that arise in connection with its 

Research business. HSBC's analysts and its other staff who are involved in the preparation and dissemination of 

Research operate and have a management reporting line independent of HSBC's Investment Banking business. 

Information Barrier procedures are in place between the Investment Banking, Principal Trading, and Research businesses 

to ensure that any confidential and/or price sensitive information is handled in an appropriate manner. 

4 You are not permitted to use, for reference, any data in this document for the purpose of (i) determining the interest 

payable, or other sums due, under loan agreements or under other financial contracts or instruments, (ii) determining the 

price at which a financial instrument may be bought or sold or traded or redeemed, or the value of a financial instrument, 

and/or (iii) measuring the performance of a financial instrument or of an investment fund.  
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